


To use our Time to the fullest,

we can organize an entire single day off, 
focusing only on affordable and creative 
ways to Discover the area. There are 
plenty of Exploration Opportunities 
around – here are some of them. We can 
have a brainstorm, pick and mix them 
to create a tailor-made day off together.





Not everyone knows...

… that Baltic Amber glows yellow-green in UV light. That’s 
because it contains various aromatic hydrocarbons that have 
such properties. This fact has been widely used by amateur 
and professional Amber Hunters.

World in UV light, called also Blacklight, looks very different 
from normal. Moss is red, campfire ash is violet, pine resin is 
green, even pee glows too!

Equipped with our massive professional UV torch we can have 
a night walk in the forest. After the storm we can also visit the 
seashore. There’s quie a chance to find big amber pieces in 
the water or washed out on the sand. Weather permitting.



in Gdansk offers a very niche and hands-on 
opportunity to gain rare practical skills.

You can do an in-depth investigation of 
specimens that you found on the beach. You 
will learn how to look for inclusions and 
distinguish them with microscope, as well as 
how to use specialized machinery to examine 
and expose them.

Immerse yourself in Interdisciplinary Science, 
embracing Botany, Entomology, Geology and 
Palaeontology into One, using a truly practical 
approach.

This workshop and its employees have been 
featured in David Attenborough BBC Natural 
World series – a fragment is available to watch 
on our website.



Ethnobotany Workshops

In this wild area, forgotten by the Civilisation , herbalism has 
not only survived, but is now rediscovered as a branch 
complimentary to Western medicine.

In a tiny village of Dąbrowa, a local community offers very 
HANDS-ON workshops on Herbalism and Ethnoboiology. You can 
learn to identify herb species, collect or grow them and have a go 
at making your own medicaments. There is also an opportunity to 
visit local apiary and taste various herbal honeys.

Instead of dumping their vibrant traditions, the community  has 
turned them into a very strong base of sustainable development, 
creating a network of various „Thematic Villages”, specialized in 
different activities – Dąbrowa is one of them. Let ’s give it a go 
and learn whilst supporting their Initiatives!



… in the Arboretum of Karnieszewice village . 

Founded over a century ago for experimental and educational 
purposes, it hosts about 125 plant species. It is well-known for 
massive, ancient Douglas Fir trees up to 4m in perimeter, mahogany 
trees and several species of oak from all over the world, that create a 
haven for wildflowers, their pollinators and woodland birds.

It is a place where local university students have dendrology courses 
whilst other Visitors seek a tranquil space for relax and 
contemplation , developing yet another dimension in which people 
experience Nature.

„Trees are not plants. They are pure Power reaching out to the Sky.” 
There’s some Truth in this sentence. And you will feel it here.

Awaken the Botanist within ...



Rock Art...

… provides a unique sense of Unity with surrounding Nature . 
„Polish  Stonehenge” near Grzybnica village, photographed from 
a drone here, also has a lot to offer.

The Sacred Site of Goths, established way before Slavians arrived 
here, is a system of stone circles, kurgans and graves. It was a 
place where the tribe performed burials and key rituals of 
passage in Autumn and Spring as well as gathered to reconnect 
with the Ancestors’ spirits that helped them to make important 
decisions affecting entire community.

Now Wildlife has reclaimed it, overgrowing some parts of the site 
and merging with them to erase the boundary between Human 
Creations and the rest of Natural World.



If you love Insects and Macro Photography...

… you should definitely go to Koszalin Butterfly Sanctuary. 

This unique place is run by local Lepidopterology enthusiasts, 
who will be happy to share their passion with you and answer 
questions about butterfly biology, ecology and conservation .

Here you have unlimited opportunity to photograph and observe 
these captovating insects. Rare and exotic species from all over 
the World are fluttering freely around you, creating magical 
Atmosphere of an Enchanted Forest from some Fantasy movie . 

For sure, after the visit your dreams will be much more colorful 
than ever before!



… in the middle of nowhere.

Yes, a potato statue, no trolling. It is located some 20 km 
from our bird ringing station . Probably the biggest potato 
monument on the Earth, reaching – together with base - 
9 m height. What ’s more, the name of the tiny village 
where it is located, means „Devil’s Bush”.

The statue itself is so ugly that we don’t want to show it 
here . You have to Google it before you go.

Potato Statue



Ideas described here create a kaleidoscope of 
experiences that you may encounter during 
your stay with us. We aim for something 
much bigger than a tourist trip. Those 
opportunities shift your perspective, 
sometimes pushing you out of your comfort 
zone, so that you can learn , see and do 
something way different, that you have never 
done before .

The price of the day off  is 40 Pounds, 
regardless of the number of activities. For a 
single payment you gain access to all of them.
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